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Every woman knows that if you feel great on the outside, you are confident on the inside. Let the
internationally recognized Colour Me Beautiful team guide you through choosing perfect outfits for
your form and coloring. You'll then have all you need to create your perfect capsule wardrobe
rather than have a bad style day again! Find out your dominant coloring with the help of celebrity
good examples, and combine this with expert guidance on body shape, style character, make-up
and accessory information.
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worht the $ I've read a couple of the older Color Me personally Beautiful series over the years.
Plenty of info here not handled, or much less clearly, in the other CMB books. I wasn't disappointed.
An excellent reference book.! The others is excellent education about everyone if that's needed, but
you can easily read this book with reference to yourself only. A classic I like this book, I simply wish
the publishers included an easy to transport color card that visitors could take when searching for
garments. For many years! And imagine what? For instance, there is no clear explanation of why
they type Mel B as a warm, but Mary J. I would recommend both books.! I wouldn't discount CMB
completely, however. I ordered that one because it said it had been updated and had suggestions
on body types and the very best styles that proceed with them. It helped me to get my color It
helped me to find my color Five Stars Very informative. Excellent color descriptions. It delivered.
Didn't translate to kindle edition very well. It also feels like some types have already been crammed
collectively that must not be. Very essential in book such as this. Carole Jackson discussed how
her "olive" skintone (admittedly a difficult tone to define) produced her a winter that needed deeper
or brighter blue-based shades, but in this book she, and a bunch of others, will be in the Deep 1
category, which doesn't consist of these cool tones. AN EXCELLENT Companion Book for CMB
After reading Color Me Beautiful, I ordered this book because it claimed to have a more updated
approach to natural coloring. While I understand the necessity to include more examples of different
pores and skin tones, I believe the basic principles are receiving muddled. I actually reach wear the
kinds of clothes I've constantly wanted to put on but thought I was the wrong shape for! Blige
mainly because a Soft. Colors off. Not for everyone I've followed (generally) the Color Me Beautiful
concept because the early 80s, and also have understood the expanded periods concept, together
with the "dominant" idea implemented by the newer Colour Me personally Beautiful books. Those
are preserved for the Deep 3s, who have the deepest skintones. The only type that mentions grey
hair is Great 1, but that's reserved for grey haired women with blue eyes and pink skintones. Nearly
all-encompassing. I do think this publication could be helpful for non-caucasian women, but I don't
suit that category. The "capsule wardrobe" suggestions are useful, but everything that isn't a color
issue is apparently recycled. That is why I gave it 2 stars. if you are "over" how you appear, are on
the verge of burning the clothes in your closet, and want a new more confident afterward you
these two books will get you there. The reserve explains the shapes of most sizes and what clothe
to put on for that shape.You don't need to browse the whole book. Updated Information The
updated information was worthwhile. There are several nice illustrations but images of sleeves &
Interesting book Good book and interesting applying for grants clothes colors, plenty of pictures Five
Stars Love it! This did a good job but didn't go into enough details for me More simplistic than I
expected. I've been perusing style and wardrobe tips quite a long time and was looking for a
detailed book on color. This do an excellent job but didn't get into enough details for me. This
publication lost me. Supporters of unique color me b beautiful concept will not be disappointed. Glad
I bought the book. This groundbreaking publication of the 80s still has much to offer and, I think,
provides a simpler strategy. It's an excellent beginning, a foundation, put simply, while Color Me
Confident switches into more detail.! Good reference book To discover what colors go using what
season, and how to re-designed a fresh wardrobe of clothes.I was surprised - We had identified
my body shape completely wrong! Five Stars good one Three Stars Not as good simply because
Color Me Beautiful! Excellent book. necklines would have Been more useful. Each section initial helps
show you in identifying yourself for the reason that section, you then go right to what's true for you.
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